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ABSTRACT: This Project is proposed on precision agriculture machine over the Internet of Things 

(IOT).Through reading the contemporary development of precision agriculture in out of doors global and thinking 

about its benefits and shortcomings, we pick out an ecology farm for example to behavior a brand new precision 

agriculture control machine (PAMS). Designing a non-public Internet of Things (IOT) enabled platform for 

the studies in precision agriculture and ecological monitoring domains. As water substances grow to be scarce because 
of climatically trade, there's an pressing need to irrigate more efficaciously in order to optimize water use. In this 

context, farmers' use of a choice-guide device is unavoidable. Indeed, the real-time supervision of 

microclimatic conditions are the handiest way to realize the water desires of a tradition. Wireless sensor networks 

are playing an important function with the advent of the Internet of factors in the community of the farmers. It could 

be judicious to make supervision viable thru Sensors. 

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays,agriculture wishes equipment and generation to improve the efficiency and pleasant of manufacturing and 

reduce the environmental impact on the crop. The wireless sensor network in agriculture can also carry out the essential 

contribution to precision agriculture. The precision agriculture is described because the method of applying the proper 

amount of enter (water, fertilizer, pesticides and so forth.) at the right location and at the proper time to decorate 

production and enhance first-class, even as defensive the surroundings. A wireless sensor network is a collection of 

nodes organized into a cooperative network. Each node includes processing capability. It includes one or extra 

microcontrollers, CPUs or DSP chips, may also incorporate a couple of kinds of memory (software, data and flash 
reminiscences), have a RF transceiver (normally with a unmarried omni-directional antenna), have a strength source 

(e.G., batteries and solar cells), and accommodate diverse sensors and actuators. The nodes communicate wirelessly 

and frequently self-arrange after being deployed in an advert hoc fashion. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
 It is discovered that farmer endure massive monetary loss due to wrong prediction of weather and incorrect irrigation 

method to crops. With the evolution of IoT generation in agriculture now it is possible to use them for automatic 

environment tracking and controlling the parameter of area for precision agriculture application. One of the essential 

troubles present today is the much less expertise of the soil content & kinds, less know-how of the type of fertilizers to 
be added, the irrigation quantity and pattern depending at the soil porosity and its water retention capacity. In the 

present day Indian state of affairs analysis of soil to boom crop yields is not getting used to a massive quantity broadly 

speaking due to the price worried and the inaccessibility of labs providing such checking out facilities. Moreover due to 

large length of land the process of sending soil samples to a lab could now not represent the entire land. 

 
 

III. MODULE IDENTIFICATION 

Modules: 

 

1. Hardware Module  

2. Converter: This is used to convert hardware communique into Java layout. Than we insert this into the mysql 

database. three.Web Interface: This module is used for the graphical view to check water devour. We 

will show Barchart of everyday water consumption. 
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IV. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

 Smart irrigation system is an effective and green manner of watering fields. It monitors weather, soil conditions, 

evaporation and plant water use and automatically adjusts watering time table. Hence drawing 

close clever irrigation machine has turn out to be a top difficulty to give farmer a smart tool which might help them in 

yielding quality plants three billion populations. India occupies 2nd rank in rice export and as rice crop 

require large amount of water for irrigation cause, therefore clever irrigation has tremendous importance in India. 

In clever irrigation challenge we use unique sorts of sensor to make a farmer updated approximately the field. Sensors 

used are - soil moisture sensor, water drift sensor and temperature sensor(ds18b20) like a sensor that may calculate the 
amount of water used in the subject, a soil moisture sensor that can calculate the moisture profile of the field if you 

want to prevent crops from water logging issues and a temperature sensing sensor so that you can still test the 

temperature of the crops because plants are temperature touchy too and if the smart system conscious the farmer earlier 

than then farmer can use sprinklers a good way to cool down temperature of the crops it might save each crop and 

farmer. Our method is to make this device on hand from even a ways distance in order that farmer has 

the information and control on the field 24x7 for the duration of a year. The entire setup is controlled by means of an 

arduino.  

 

Features: 

  Introduce an emerging technology like IoT into conventional methods of agriculture. 

  To keep water and decrease human intervention within the agriculture discipline. 

  Enhance digital literacy into farmers. 

  Continuously monitoring the status of moisture degree in soil and provide sign for taking important motion 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
Our gadget facilitates to create automation in agriculture subject. The soil Moisture Sensor that's applied in farm-

discipline Sense the moisture stage of soil. According to the moisture stage the System Decision Support System (DSS) 

allows that the Watering i.E. Motor can start irrigation. According to the irrigation time the gadget develops a graph 
which suggests the overall usage of water day-sensible; then it'll helps to control and maintains the statistics of 

complete water utilization of that particular farm it could generate the complete yr water usage of that farm 
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